SD SCHEDULER

SYNCHRONIZING THE AIRCRAFT WITH FLIGHT OPERATIONS

THE SD ECOSYSTEM

SYNCHRONIZED FLIGHT OPERATIONS
Many companies claim they make aviation scheduling simple. You’ve never seen it, until now.

The world of flight scheduling and operations is a frenetic, 24/7 environment where managers and personnel are asked to adjust swiftly
to dynamic client demands. Information is disconnected and independent, often contained within inefficient systems. Users frequently
need to download applications, import data, and improvise with antiquated and awkward interfaces.
Introducing SD Scheduler, an environment where flight ops communication is streamlined, workflow is optimized and reporting is easy
to prepare and distribute. A modern, cloud-based aviation data management system complete with embedded business intelligence
tools, SD Scheduler is customized to fit the specifications of your flight department, complete with intuitive navigation controls, an easy
to view calendar and an extremely simplified user interface. Designed by industry professionals for a truly optimized user experience.

IN-FLIGHT

Auto capture flight data and cycle events in
real- time, reducing manual user input.

POST-FLIGHT

Aircraft data, including time and cycles,
on/off & out/in (OOOI) reports and
flight events, automatically populate,
providing visibility of information to the
entire organization. Flight Ops teams
are notified of the events and can view
aircraft and fleet metrics to make
informative planning decisions, all from
a consolidated dashboard.

PRE-FLIGHT

Verify crew and aircraft availability and
integrate with 3rd party providers for
trip support and coordination services.
Share travel itineraries and easily track
and communicate any trip changes.

WORLD CLASS SUPPORT

POWERFUL BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE

Support is a core value at SD, and our award-winning
support team is available 24/7/365. We are committed
to providing the same level of customer service that we
are recognized for in our connectivity, network and hardware business lines. Our goal is to provide the best user
experience possible.

SD Scheduler has built-in Business Intelligence (BI) software
for comprehensive reporting and live dashboards. Our BI
engine allows construction of custom reports to represent
the needs of flight department operations and logistics. View
live and historical data to identify trends, assist with future
planning, expense management, and more.

DATA PROTECTION AND IT SECURITY

CONTINUOUS INVESTMENT IN YOUR SUCCESS

We have the capabilities you want, and the security you
need. SD Scheduler is designed for today’s cloud-based
environment, with robust physical, operational and technical
safeguards to protect your company’s data. Our dedicated
implementation teams will work with your IT representatives
to plan an SD Scheduler rollout that fits your specific policies
for IT security and data privacy. In addition to operating our
own purpose-built, aviation data center, we can provide a
variety of options which allow your IT team to accomplish its
data security goals, including tools and services which help
you monitor your environment.

When was the last time you received new features in a
scheduling software release? Technology in your flight
department needs to keep improving – just like technology in
the rest of your world. SD Scheduler is a completely new
SaaS platform, designed for expansion. We’ve invested
in new technologies to share data with your aircraft, your
corporate systems, and your software vendors. We add new
components every quarter and are constantly upgrading
existing features based on market feedback. Our product
release notes will help you stay informed with all the updates
and new features added to the platform.

REPORTING

Powerful Business Intelligence software allows you
to customize reports and optimize your operation.
Schedule automated run times and electronic
delivery to management.
CALENDAR VIEW
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SCHEDULING A FLIGHT

SD Scheduler

SD has been providing world class aviation
technology since 1997.
As a solutions provider, we have spent countless hours with our
customers to understand how to improve their experiences.
We heard their frustrations with the antiquated processes used
to manage their aircraft, and we took action. With our first-hand
knowledge of aviation management, we knew that developing a
solution in-house would be the right choice for our customers. We
invested in the proper infrastructure and personnel, and set
out to accomplish our vision: to synchronize the aircraft with
the flight department, digitize flight operations and provide a
more efficient way to manage aircraft.
We listen and we deliver.

Ask to see our Software Roadmap, driven by requests
from our customers – customers like you.
See us at www.satcomdirect.com
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